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In this paper a new robust load frequency controller for two area interconnected power 
system is presented to quench the deviations in frequency and tie line power due to 
different load disturbances. The load on the power system is always varying with respect 
to time which results in the variation of frequency, thus leading to load frequency control 
problem (LFC) which is used to restore the balance between load and generation in each 
control area by means of speed control. The main goal of LFC is to minimize the 
transient deviations and steady state error to zero in advance. The load frequency control 
is done by PI controller, which is a conventional controller. This type of controller is 
slow and does not allow the controller designer to take into account possible changes in 
operating conditions and non-linearity’s in the generator unit. In order to overcome these 
drawbacks new intelligent controllers such as Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 
(ANFIS) for two area system. The results shows that ANFIS controller provides fast 
response, very less undershoot and negligible peak overshoots with having small state 
transfer time to reach the final steady state and also compared with conventional PI 
controller. 
KEYWORDS: Load Frequency Control, Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 
(ANFIS), PI Controller 

I. Introduction 
To increase the reliable and uninterrupted power, there is a necessity to interconnect 

all the power systems. In this study, due attention is given to the interconnection of power 
system. This connection is made by tie lines, these are utilised for contracted energy 
exchange between areas and provides inter-area support in case of abnormal conditions. 
Therefore, Load Frequency Control (LFC) is very important for power system in order to 
supply reliable and quality electric power. The conventional controllers such as PI, PID 
can give control action for one particular operating condition, where as in real situation 
the parameters change from time to time. So it is difficult to arrange the required gains to 
achieve zero frequency deviation. Hence there is a necessity to provide automatic 
correction. However research is going on and several methods are developed to overcome 
this difficulty. A number of control techniques have been employed in the design of load 
frequency controllers in order to achieve better dynamic performance. Comparing the 
various types of load frequency controllers, the most common and widely employed is 
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the conventional proportional (PI) controller. Conventional controller is simple for 
implementation but gives large frequency deviation. Most of state feedback controllers 
based on linear optimal control theory have been proposed to achieve better performance. 
Fixed gain controllers are designed at nominal operating conditions and fail to provide 
best control performance over a wide range of operating conditions. So to keep the 
system performance near to its optimum it is desirable to track the operating conditions 
and use updated parameters to compute the control. Adaptive controllers with self 
adjusting gains settings have been proposed for LFC to achieve the function compared to 
PI Controller. As we know that Northern grid failure was due to this load frequency 
control problem. This is due to the over drawing of power from grid apart from its 
generation. It resulted to a black out in nearly the entire Northern region covering all the 
eight states. This was due to the improper control action by the conventional controllers 
and in spite of the warnings issued, some states were continually drawing excess power. 
Therefore, an adaptive control system is required to detect the load changes and stabilize 
the frequency deviation. In this paper an automatic control action is provided through the 
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) technology. A comparison of the 
proposed controller is made with the conventional controller and results are presented. 
The settling time, peak overshoot and frequency deviations are taken as performance 
indices. The proposed Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System trains the parameters of 
the fuzzy logic controller and improves the system performance. 
II. Importance of keeping frequency constant 

The following are the reasons for keeping strict limits on the system frequency 
variations. The speed of AC motors is directly related to the frequency. Even though most 
of the AC drives are not much affected for a frequency variation of even 50±0.5Hz but 
there are certain applications where speeds consistency must be of higher order. The 
electric clocks are driven by synchronous motors and the accuracy of these clocks is not 
only a function of frequency error but is actually of the integral of this error. If the normal 
frequency is 50Hz, and the turbines are run at speeds corresponding to frequency less 
than 47.5Hz or more than 52.5Hz the blades of the turbine are likely to get damaged. 
Hence a strict limit on frequency should be maintained [1]. The system operation at sub 
normal frequency and voltage leads to the loss of revenue to the suppliers due to 
accompanying reduction in load demand. It is necessary to maintain the network 
frequency constant so that power stations run satisfactorily in parallel. The overall 
operation of power system can be better controlled if a strict limit on frequency deviation 
is maintained. The frequency is closely related to the real power balance in the overall 
network. Change in frequency, causes change in speed of the consumers’ plant affecting 
production processes. 
III. Power System Modeling 

This negative sign accounts for this inverse relation between ∆Pref, i and ACE. 
The tie-line power flow and frequency of each area are monitored in its control center. 
Once the ACE is computed and ∆Pref, i is obtained, commands are given to various 
turbine-generator controls to adjust their reference power settings. A two area power 
system consists of two single area systems connected through tie-lines. In order to 
develop any control strategy it is necessary to make a mathematical modeling of that 
system. It is conveniently assumed that each control area can be represented by 
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equivalent turbine, speed governing system, generator and load. The block diagram for 
single area power system is shown in below figure 3.1. 

 

  
Figure 3.1: single area power system modeling 

 
Modeling of power generating units 
 

• Speed governing system model 

∆����� � 1
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• Turbine model 
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• Generator model 
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• Tie - line model  
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The above equation to obtain deviations from nominal flow as a function of deviations in 
phase angle from nominal. 

����� � 1
���� ������ � ������ 

Where �� and �� are equal to ��� and ��� 
The equation can be written as, 

����� � 
� ���� � ���� 
Where T is the tie-line stiffness coefficient. 

In two area power system, each single area has number of generators which are 
closely coupled together so as to form a coherent group, i.e. all the generators in power 
system should respond in unison to change in load. Such a coherent area is called a 
control area in which the frequency is assumed to be the same throughout in static as well 
as dynamic situation. Initially the changes in load are managed by the speed governing 
system. But in this system, in order to minimize the frequency deviation again another 
controller (PI) is used. The PI Controller can give best control action in frequency 
deviation in one operating condition. In case of large operating range the PI Controllers 
fail to bring the frequency deviation to minimum. This difficulty is avoided by the 
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). The conventional AGC scheme has 
two control loops. The primary control loop, controls the frequency by self regulating 
feature of governor, however, frequency deviation is not fully eliminated. And the 
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feedback control loop, has a controller that can eliminate the frequency deviation with the 
help of conventional proportional integral control action. The main objective of the 
feedback control is to restore the balance between load and generation in each control 
area after disturbance, so that the system frequency and the tie-line power flows are 
maintained at their scheduled values. The block diagram of Load Frequency Control in 
Two area interconnected power system is shown in below figure 3.2. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: two area load frequency control 

 
IV. TYPES OF CONTRLLERS 
PI Controller:  

A controller in the forward path, which changes the controller output 
corresponding to the proportional plus integral of the error signal is called PI controller. 
The PI controller increases the order of the system, increases the type of the system and 
reduces steady state error tremendously for same type of inputs. 
The requirements of the integral control action are: 

� ACE must be equal to zero at least one time in all 10-minute periods. 
� Average deviation of ACE from zero must be within specified limits based on 

percentage of system generation for  all 10-minute periods. 
The Block diagram of Conventional PI Controller  

is shown in below figure 4.1.  
               Figure 4.1: Conventional PI Controller 
The control input’s are, 
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Taking derivative, 
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In matrix form, 
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ANFIS: 
Numerous advances have been made in developing intelligent systems; some are 

inspired by biological neural networks. Researchers from many engineering disciplines 
are designing Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to solve a variety of problems like 
Pattern Recognition, Optimization and Control Systems. Neural Networks provide an 
attempt to model the structure of the human brain and are based on self learning. The 
structure is highly reliable, resulting in the capability to self organizes to represent the 
information and rapidly solve problems in real time. However Artificial Neural Networks 
are limited by the fact that they can only replicate a small fraction of the brain’s total 
structure. The ANFIS is a multi layer Adaptive neural network based fuzzy inference 
system. ANFIS algorithm is composed of fuzzy logic and neural network to implement 
different node functions and tune parameters of fuzzy inference system (FIS) structure 
using a hybrid learning mode. The development of the control strategy to control the 
frequency deviation of the two area power system using the 
V. Load Frequency Control of two area Power System Using ANFIS  

Concept of ANFIS control scheme is presented here. The Neuro fuzzy method 
mixes the advantages of neural networks and fuzzy theory to design a model that uses a 
fuzzy theory to represent knowledge in an interpretable manner and the learning ability of 
a neural network to optimize its parameters. The proposed controller uses fuzzy logic 
algorithm with a structure of artificial neural networks (ANN) in five layers in order to 
reap the benefits of both methods. ANFIS is a important approach in Neuro-fuzzy 
development which was introduced by Jang. The block diagram of the proposed ANFIS 
based load frequency control consists of four parts namely fuzzification, knowledge base, 
neural network and de-fuzzification blocks shown in below Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.1: ANFIS based Neuro Fuzzy Controller 

 
The proposed Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System trains the parameters of 

the fuzzy logic controller. The required neural network structure is shown in Figure 5.2. 
In the fuzzy logic controller the error and its derivative are taken as the inputs and again 
these inputs are divided into five linguistic variables. 

 
Figure 5.2: Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 
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The Membership functions for FLC are shown in below figures.  

  
Figure 5.3:  for Input (ACE) 

  
Figure 5.4:  for Derivative of the Input 

In this work we propose to use an adaptive network based inference system in 
order to generate fuzzy membership functions and control rules for the load frequency 
control. A proportional integral controller is used to provide the required trained data. 
The controller design process consists of generating input-output data pairs to identify the 
control variables range and initial fuzzy membership functions, and then to tune or adapt 
them using an ANFIS network structure. The controller inputs are the ACE and rate of 
change of ACE and the output is the control signal. 
Algorithm steps to design an ANFIS 

� Draw the simulink model of the power system under consideration with PI 
controller and simulate with the given rule base. 

� Collect the training data with PI controller included. The two inputs i.e. ACE, rate 
of change of ACE and the output signal of the controller represent the training data. The 
training data consists as much information as possible about the plant behavior for 
different load perturbations. 

� Use “anfisedit” to create the .fis file. 
� Load the training data, which is collected in step-2 and generate the FIS 

structure with suitable membership functions. 
� Train the generated FIS with the collected data up to a certain number of epochs. 
 

VI. Simulation results of two-area LFC  
Two-area LFC without and with Controllers  

The two-area LFC is also implemented using MATLAB SIMULINK without 
controllers and also with PI, FLC and ANFIS controllers.  
The following are the specifications of simulation.  
For Control Area 1  

• Gain of speed governor K = 1 sg  
• Gain of turbine K = 1 t  
• Gain of generator load K = 120 ps  
• Time-constant of governor T = 0.08 sg  
• Time-constant of turbine T = 0.28 t  
• Time-constant of generator load T = 18 ps  

For Control Area 2  
• Gain of speed governor K =1 sg  
• Gain of turbine K =1 t  
• Gain of generator load K =100 ps  
• Time-constant of governor T =0.1 sg  
• Time-constant of turbine T =0.28 t  
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• Time-constant of generator load T =20 ps  
• The simulation results are as follows. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: Hz Vs Sec with PI area1 
 

 
Figure 6.2: Hz Vs Sec with PI area2 
 

 
Figure 6.3: Hz Vs Sec with ANFIS area1 
 

 
Figure 6.4: Hz Vs Sec with ANFIS area2 
 
VII. COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
   

Are
a 

Parameter Without 
controller 

With PI  With ANFIS 
 

1 Peak Overshoot 
(hz)  

1.8  0.07   0.04 
 

Settling Time(sec)  Never settles  to 
steady state  

7  3 

2 Peak Overshoot 
(hz)  

1.75  0.09  0.06 

Settling Time (sec)  Never settles  to 
steady state  

17  4 
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Table7.1: Comparison of Simulation Results 
The conventional PI Controller gives zero frequency deviation with settling time 

around 7 sec, peak overshoot about 0.07. It takes oscillations more time to settle down 
and in area-2 the conventional controller gives more oscillations and settles down at 17 
seconds with peak overshoot about 0.09.  

The response of Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System based Load Frequency 
Control in Two area power system for the same load disturbance is clearly observed that 
the system has a steady state frequency deviation of zero. In this case, settling time is 
around 3 seconds and peak overshoot is 0.04.  

 
VIII. CONCLUSION 

The system frequency should be maintained constant and it will be undesirable if 
the limits exceed. In order to maintain the frequency constant and to make the steady 
state error zero, we used different types of controllers like PI and ANFIS in our paper. By 
using these controllers, the steady state error, settling time and peak-overshoot are 
reduced. Also the performance is compared between the controllers. From the 
observations in the previous sections, it can be concluded that performance of Multi-area 
Load Frequency Control using PI controller is much better than that of ANFIS controller 
because by using PI controller, only the steady state error is reduced but by using ANFIS 
controller, settling time and the peak-overshoot are also reduced. The frequency change 
can also be reduced by using other advanced techniques. Some of those techniques are 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method, Genetic Algorithm method, using Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) method. 
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